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Introduction 

When it comes to treating persistent spinal pain syndrome-type 2 (PSPS-T2) 
patients with chronic refractory neuropathic pain, spinal cord stimulation (SCS) 
is a proven and effective treatment. Due to its invasive nature, surgical SCS 
lead placement is typically performed under general anaesthesia. In parallel, 
a number of recent studies have suggested that target-controlled intravenous 
anaesthesia (TCIVA), also known as awake anaesthesia (AA), could be an 
intriguing method for enhancing lead anatomical placement by utilizing patient 
intra-operative feedback. We hypothesized that SCS outcomes might be 
improved by combining AA with minimally invasive surgery (MIS). 

An intraoperative objective quantitative mapping tool was used to evaluate 
SCS lead performance defined as the area of pain adequately covered by 
paraesthesia generated by SCS—and a composite score was used to evaluate 
pain relief, functional improvement and change in quality of life. We examined 
information from a planned multi center study (ESTIMET) to look at the results 
of 115 patients embedded with MIS under AA (MISAA gathering) or general 
sedation (MISGA bunch), or by laminectomy under broad sedation (LGA 
bunch). Overall, it appears that awake surgery performs significantly better 
than general anesthesia in terms of pain coverage (65% vs 34–62%), pain 
intensity (65% vs 35–40%) and pain surface (50–76%), as well as improved 
secondary outcomes (quality of life, functional disability and depression). Our 
findings also suggest that MISAA and intra-operative hypnosis could be offered 
as a customized package to PSPS-T2 patients eligible for SCS implantation 
in highly specialized neuro modulation centres, potentially facilitating patient 
intraoperative cooperation.

Description 

Constant agony, characterized as agony experienced for over 90 days, 
prompts mental and social weaknesses that emphatically change personal 
satisfaction. Spinal cord stimulation is recommended as a useful tool for 
managing chronic refractory pain, including persistent spinal pain syndrome 
after surgery (PSPS-T2), when the neuropathic component is significant, 
when conventional pharmacological and physical therapy fail. Technological 
advancements over the past few decades have revealed two promising 
directions: New waveforms for the current generation of internal pulse 
generators (IPGs) are now available thanks to extensive research into SCS 
temporal resolution. By selecting or even combining multiple signals at once, 
this modifies the electrical signal's temporal resolution with the goal of providing 

better pain relief, less discomfort and more personalized therapy [1]. 

In addition, this identifies novel SCS mechanisms of action that are 
represented by distinct patterns from the traditional theory of gate control. 
Clinical practice in order to synthesize them. In order to improve spatial neural 
targeting, SCS spatial resolution has been improved by multiplying contacts on 
the surface of implanted leads, resulting in more precise and intricate electrical 
fields. We have begun implanting surgical leads under awake anaesthesia 
(AA) to optimize spatial neural targeting with or without hypnosis in a dedicated 
operating theatre in order to achieve optimal paresthesia coverage and improve 
pain relief. Multicolumn surgical lead implantation was how we first developed 
this strategy for PSPS-Type 2 patients with back and leg pain. To limit careful 
injury, we fostered another careful methodology requiring insignificant intrusive 
medical procedure (MIS), in light of negligible access spinal advancements 
(Pole). 

We were able to perform SCS surgical implantation under target controlled 
intravenous anaesthesia (TCIVA) thanks to MAST, making it possible to 
perform high-fidelity intraoperative assessments despite the invasiveness of 
the surgical lead. An interactive, tactile interface made just for this purpose 
was used to conduct intraoperative testing with quantitative measurements 
of pain surface, intensity, pain type and paraesthesia coverage. New indices 
are provided by the mapping software and tool (Neuro-Mapping LocatorTM/
NML) to instantly compare lead selectivity (percentage of paraesthesia 
adequately overlapping painful territories) and lead performance (percentage 
of pain area covered by paraesthesia generated via SCS), defining an "R 
index," with intraoperative objective data. To improve lead SCS placement, 
the added benefit of intraoperative assessment in an awake state has not yet 
been established. SCS outcomes could be improved by combining AA and 
MIS, according to our hypothesis. To compare lead placement optimization 
in PSPS-T2 patients implanted with surgical leads using a broad spectrum of 
surgical approaches and to evaluate the ability of multicolumn SCS to optimize 
back pain coverage and pain relief using complex multicolumn programming, 
we designed a national prospective multi center study (ESTIMET study). This 
research was carried out in 12 expert centers in France [2]. 

Patients were implanted using minimally invasive surgery (MISGA) under 
general anesthesia in the vast majority of centres. Under general anaesthesia 
(LGA), patients were implanted in some centres using traditional laminectomy. 
All patients who were operated on in the center X were implanted using 
MIS with AA (MISAA), which included TCIVA and intraoperative hypnosis. 
This made it possible to use NMLTM software to assess intraoperative 
mapping. By exploring SCS execution, where implantation was accomplished 
by consolidating MIS with AA (MISAA bunch), our review showed that 
intraoperative testing performed under conscious sedation to streamline lead 
position prompted more prominent execution on short-(1 and 90 days) and 
long haul (6 and a year) results, in examination with SCS careful implantation 
performed under broad sedation, any place the lead was put utilizing MIS 
or open-careful strategy (MISGA and LGA gatherings). In addition, higher 
SCS performance, as measured by an electronic interface, appeared to be 
associated with improved clinical outcomes, as the MISAA group experienced 
greater pain relief for leg pain at six months and six and twelve months, 
respectively, in comparison to the MISGA and LGA groups [3].

Combining these two approaches rather than opposing them would 
probably be a better option. Through the use of closed-loop or Multiple 
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Independent Current Control (MICCTM) technology, the delivered electrical 
field can now be shaped and improved in new ways. We believe that when 
implanting SCS, neural spatial targeting is crucial not only because it catalyzes 
spatial targeting through adjustments to temporal resolution but also because 
it optimizes SCS lead implantation close to the target, which reduces electrical 
consumption. Contrary to the idea presented in this study, one trend in our 
community involves recommending specific vertebral levels of lead placement 
to capture particular dermatomes using a standard approach, even under 
general anesthesia. When two consecutive patients enrolled in a prospective 
study did not show the same projection of the conus medullaris, which varied 
between T11 and L2 vertebral levels, it was demonstrated that optimized lead 
positioning can make a difference. This was the case in a prospective cohort 
of 76 implanted patients [4]. 

Conceptually, the SCS goal is to establish communication between 
electronics and neural structures, which would be arranged according to 
myelomeric distribution rather than vertebral distribution. To be clear, we 
should recommend implantation at +5 myelomere above the conus medullaris, 
for which the anatomical projection is highly variable, rather than at the T9-T10 
vertebral level to capture a selected dermatome. A "true anatomical placement" 
would be defined by this idea if it were implemented. Electrophysiological 
organization of the neural tissues, particularly in the case of neural plasticity 
secondary to a nerve injury, which defines neuropathic pain, could possibly 
map the neural fibers through live feedback, thereby confirming that technical 
placement has been optimized, adding another level of granularity to 
anatomical somatotopic distribution. In light of this, it would appear that the 
added benefit of intraoperative objective mapping testing is a major factor. 
This opportunity is provided by combining MIS+TCIVA. The Utilization of 
Intraoperative Evaluation by Torment Planning Device Joined with Conscious 
and MIS Careful SCS Implantation as a Proxy for Lead-Preliminary Stage. 

Lead preliminary performed before any long-lasting gadget implantation, 
following the global suggestion, is planned to decide the potential added 
esteem presented by SCS during time of preliminary (>5 days) by recognizing 
positive SCS responders and to improve brain structure spatial focusing on 
possibly. However, prior to beginning the trial phase, we must take note of some 
opposing arguments. First, we must acknowledge that increasing the number 
of implantation acts and trial duration more than 14 days increase infection 
rates. Second, because pain includes multidimensional aspects like quality of 
life, psychological distress and functional disability, the use of one-dimensional 
pain intensity to determine SCS success or effectiveness is no longer the 

gold standard for pain assessment. Thirdly, despite the current regulatory 
requirement for a trial period, recent studies have failed to demonstrate that 
implantation without a trial phase or with machine learning algorithm prediction 
has a higher responder rate. In support of previous assertions, awake surgery 
in conjunction with intraoperative pain mapping assessment (surface area 
related to pain intensity and paraesthesia coverage) may be considered a 
useful strategy for optimizing lead placement, recommending permanent one-
stage implantation [5].

Conclusion 

In the end, intraoperative clinical evaluation of SCS that results in technical 
performance and selectivity is a clear opportunity to compare various techniques 
and SCS programs, as well as to guide lead selection and placement. This can 
be done without the influence of the industry and on the basis of objective 
and reliable comparative measurements of spatial targeting and temporal 
resolution optimization of the signal. This opportunity would necessitate the 
use of hypnosis support, objective assessment tools, intraoperative techniques 
and developments in virtual reality to facilitate intraoperative patient feedback. 
Perspectives in favour of SCS direct implantation, designed to optimize 
technical aspects of SCS implantation, may help to delineate a crucial piece of 
this enormous puzzle in the age of the currently debated "No-Trial."
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